READ ME

The data contained within these folders relates to the doctoral thesis of Catrin Evans, entitled: 

THE ARTS OF INTEGRATION: Scottish policies of refugee integration and the role of the creative and performing arts
 
This master folder contains 12 folders:
1 x folder marked ‘OPEN_Thesis Accompanying Material’ that contains accompanying material for the doctoral thesis. This is for viewing only to the general public (photos/films/audio should not be used in any context without explicit permission of researcher/author and in some cases additional permission of specific project producers). 
1 x folder is marked ‘OPEN_SMT_ShareMyTableProject_PublicOutputs_accessible to public’, and contains data that IS accessible for viewing only to the general public (photos/films/audio should not be used in any context without explicit permission of researcher/author and in some cases additional permission of specific project producers). 
10 x folder where the filename begins with ‘RESTRICTED…’, and contains data that is NOT available to access for viewing only . 

The 12 folders contain their own individual READ-ME file, which offers more detail about what is contained within them. Within each of these 11 folders is collated data, organised - in the main - within further sub-folders. 

All together these folders contain:
photographs, videos and audio files captured during the practice-based fieldwork associated with this doctoral research
audio and transcripts of interviews that took place in conjunction with this fieldwork 

Where names appear in the filename, pseudonyms have been used. 
The only exception to this rule is when referencing photographers who documented the projects. In these cases the filename will also contain the words ‘CREDIT.’ Where photograph filenames do not contain a direct credit reference, it can be assumed that the Author of the thesis (Catrin Evans) took these photographs. 

Throughout project abbreviations have been used for the projects I worked on:
SMT = Share My Table 
IHTIM = I Hear The Image Moving (public outcome of SMT)
MIN = Maryhill Integration Network
Echo = Echo Dance Project 
Radiophrenia = Radiophrenia Sound Project 


